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Abstract. Model dependence in simulated responses to stratospheric aerosol injection (SAI) is a major uncertainty surrounding 

the potential implementation of this solar climate intervention strategy. We identify and aim to understand the drivers of large 

differences in the aerosol mass latitudinal distributions between two recently produced climate model SAI large ensembles 

using two models from the same modeling center despite using similar climate targets and controller algorithms. Using a 10 

hierarchy of recently produced simulations, we identify three main contributors to the differences including: 1) the rapid 

adjustment of clouds and rainfall to elevated levels of carbon dioxide, 2) the low-frequency dynamical responses in the Atlantic 

Meridional Overturning Circulation, and 3) the contrasts in future background forcing scenarios. Each uncertainty is unlikely 

to be significantly narrowed over the likely timeframe of a potential SAI deployment if a 1.5 ºC target of global warming over 

preindustrial conditions is to be met.  15 

1 Introduction  

Solar climate intervention (SCI), or solar geoengineering, has been proposed as a means of reducing the adverse impacts of 

climate change via the artificial enhancement of Earth's albedo. One intervention method proposed to temporarily offset 

anthropogenic warming and associated impacts is stratospheric aerosol injection (SAI), which involves the delivery of aerosols 

or precursor gases into the stratosphere. A major uncertainty surrounding the enactment of SAI is the climate system response 20 

to both continued emissions of carbon dioxide and prolonged elevated levels of stratospheric sulphate aerosols.  

It is in the context of this uncertainty that the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine (NASEM) recently 

called for further research to understand various SCI approaches (NASEM, 2021) as SAI has been shown, in principle, to be 

a method of global climate intervention capable of achieving various temperature-based targets (Tilmes et al. 2018, MacMartin 

et al. 2019, Simpson et al. 2019). However, there remain large uncertainties in associated climate responses and impacts 25 

(Fasullo et al. 2018, Kravitz and MacMartin 2020) and adverse effects have been identified involving the water cycle and 

circulations in the troposphere, stratosphere, and ocean (Tilmes et al. 2018, Kawatani et al. 2011, Watanabe and Kawatani 

2012, Fasullo et al. 2018, Xu et al. 2020, Xie et al. 2021, Sun et al. 2020, Abiodun et al. 2021, Banerjee et al. 2021, 

Krishnamohan and Bala 2022).  

Climate models are an essential tool for exploring the potential benefits and impacts of the broad range of proposed SAI 30 

approaches. They depict the interactions between multiple processes involved in the climate response and simulate impact-
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relevant fields. They also provide a physically based representation of response mechanisms and timescales. Due to the large 

internal variability of the climate system, a realistic evaluation of SAI approaches often requires climate model large ensembles 

(Deser et al., 2012, Kay et al. 2015, Maher et al. 2021) using Earth system models (ESMs) capable of accurately representing 

a diverse set of processes involving stratospheric and tropospheric dynamics and chemistry, and time-varying aerosol 35 

distributions, aspects that are well-represented in only a few currently available ESMs (Franke et al. 2021). 

While some recent work has found broad consistency in simulated responses to simple SAI depictions, such as solar dimming 

(e.g., Kravitz et al. 2021, Visioni et al. 2021), this work identifies and explores substantial climate response dependencies to a 

more realistic SAI representation based on explicitly resolved stratospheric aerosol injections, their evolving aerosol size 

distributions and burdens.  The simulations used are also fully coupled and depict aerosol interactions with dynamical, 40 

chemical, and hydrologic processes, and related couplings between the land, atmosphere, ocean, and cryosphere (MacMartin 

et al. 2017, Tilmes et al. 2018, Richter et al. 2022). Evidence of model dependence can be inferred from previous studies, for 

example in the contrast between implementation of the SAI strategy employed in Kravitz et al. 2017 (Fig. 2) and Tilmes et al. 

2018 (Fig. 2), but our understanding of the drivers of such dependencies is poor. While a full understanding of the inter-model 

differences identified in this work is beyond the scope of any single study, we highlight key differences in the models used 45 

and their effects on climate under SAI. Specifically, we focus on the origin of inter-model differences and their physical bases. 

The models, experiments, and methods used are described in Section 2. The spatial and temporal structure of injected aerosols 

and climate responses are presented and discussed in Section 3 while the broader consequences for the potential 

implementation of SAI, and suggestions for future work, are presented in Section 4.  

2 Materials and Methods 50 

2.1 Models 

With the goal of explicitly representing the dynamical, chemical, and hydrological aspects of the climate response to SAI, this 

work uses versions 1 and 2 of the Community Earth System Model (CESM1, CESM2). Both versions can be run in so-called 

high-top and low-top atmospheric configurations. The CESM1 high-top configuration uses the Whole Atmosphere Community 

Climate Model, version 5 (CESM1-WACCM5, Mills et al., 2017) as its atmospheric component and the CESM2 uses 55 

WACCM6 (CESM2-WACCM6, Gettelman et al. 2019). For the atmosphere, CESM1-WACCM5 has zonal and meridional 

resolutions of 0.9◦ and 1.25◦, respectively, with 70 vertical levels and a model top of 140 km. The configuration allows for a 

full representation of stratospheric dynamics, has extensive middle atmospheric chemistry, and is a key improvement upon 

earlier model generations and many current climate models (e.g., Ferraro et al., 2015). Tropospheric physics in WACCM5 are 

the same as in the lower top configuration, the Community Atmosphere Model version 5 (CAM5, Park et al. 2014), the 60 

atmospheric component of the CESM1 (Hurrell et al. 2013). CESM1-WACCM5 explicitly simulates sulphate aerosol 

concentrations and size distributions via the Modal Aerosol Module (MAM3; Mills et al., 2017).  Associated responses in 
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ozone concentrations have a beneficial impact on the stratospheric circulation and its biennial variability (Richter et al., 2017) 

and these have been shown to reduce the CO2-driven midlatitude jets’ poleward shift under present-day climate change (Chiodo 

and Polvani, 2019). Confidence in the representations of sulphate aerosol processes and their radiative effects are bolstered by 65 

the relatively close agreement that exists between simulated and observed radiative responses to the 1991 eruption of Mount 

Pinatubo (Mills et al., 2017). The ocean component of all models used in this study is the Parallel Ocean Program version 2 

(POP2; Smith et al., 2010; Danabasoglu et al., 2012), which as uniform zonal resolution of 1.125º, and variable meridional 

resolution ranging from 0.27º in the tropics to 0.64º in the extratropical Northern Hemisphere (NH). The model has 60 vertical 

levels with a uniform resolution of 10 m in the ocean’s upper 160 m. 70 

CESM2-WACCM6 uses the same horizonal and vertical resolution as CESM1-WACCM5 but incorporates various advances 

including fully interactive tropospheric chemistry and an interactive crop model. Tropospheric physics is largely the same as 

in the low-top configuration, the Community Atmosphere Model version 6 (CAM6) as a concerted effort was made during 

development of these models to use the same model tuning in the low-top and high-top configurations to promote inter-version 

comparison (Gettelman et al. 2019). CAM6 is the atmospheric component of CESM2 (Danabasoglu et al., 2020) and uses the 75 

Cloud Layers Unified By Binormals (CLUBB; Golaz et al., 2002; Larson, 2017) unified turbulence scheme and the updated 

Morrison-Gettelman microphysics scheme (MG2; Gettelman and Morrison, 2015). Minor changes to POP2 are incorporated 

in CESM2-WACCM6 (Danabasoglu et al., 2020). 

2.2 CESM1-WACCM5 Simulations  

A summary of design characteristics for the simulations used here is given in Table 1. We use CESM1-WACCM5 SAI 80 

simulations that are a part of the Geoengineering Large Ensemble (GLENS, Tilmes et al., 2018). GLENS consists of two large 

ensembles of simulations: one without and one with SAI. Both ensembles use the Representative Concentration Pathway 8.5 

(RCP85) background emissions scenario for greenhouse gases. The baseline GLENS simulations consist of free running 

RCP85 simulations from 2005 through 2030 (17 members), with an additional 3 members continuing through 2100 (CESM1-

WACCM5-RCP85). The second set of GLENS simulations, GLENS-SAI, utilizes strategically enacted SAI (following Kravitz 85 

et al. 2017), which consists of twenty members from 2020 to 2097 in which aerosol injection rates are specified by a controller 

algorithm (MacMartin et al. 2014, Kravitz et al. 2017) to achieve stabilization of temperature targets at their mean 2020 

conditions under RCP85. These targets include near-surface air temperature’s global mean, equator-to-pole gradient, and inter-

hemispheric gradient, which are all successfully stabilized in GLENS-SAI, though the equator-to-pole gradient increases 

slightly (by about 0.1 K from 2050 to 2070, Tilmes et al. 2018). While these targets are chosen to address known pitfalls of 90 

simple SAI approaches, such as disproportionate tropical cooling and hemispheric imbalances in the energy budget that 

displace tropical rainfall, alternative metrics can also be chosen that would likely entail different magnitudes of inter-model 

contrast in SAI implementation. Similarly, the choice of different target metrics would also be likely to entail differences in 

the climate response. The predefined injection latitudes for GLENS-SAI are 15o and 30o in each hemisphere and SO2 is injected 

about 5 km above the tropopause, or approximately 25 and 23 km for the 15o and 30o sites, respectively, with an arbitrarily 95 
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chosen longitude of 180o (Tilmes et al. 2018). The initialization of GLENS-SAI is made from three distinct members of the 

RCP85 experiment, which itself branched from distinct historical-era simulations, thus providing a diversity of initialized 

ocean states. GLENS has been used in a range of contexts (Fasullo et al. 2018, Simpson et al. 2019, Pinto et al., 2020, Da-

Allada et al, 2020). 

2.3 CESM2-WACCM6 Simulations  100 

As with GLENS, we use two sets of CESM2-WACCM6 experiments. The CESM2-WACCM6 baseline simulations used are 

from the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project version 6 (CMIP6, Eyring et al. 2016) and the Assessing Responses and 

Impacts of Solar climate intervention on the Earth system with Stratospheric Aerosol Injection project (ARISE-SAI, Richter 

et al. 2022). These include the unmitigated CMIP6 Shared Socioeconomic Pathway (SSP) background scenario (SSP), SSP585 

simulations, to allow for comparison with the RCP85 experiments in GLENS (Tilmes et al. 2020). The second experiment 105 

used is the SAI ensemble, with strategically placed sulphur dioxide injection to keep the global mean temperature at ~ 1.5 ºC 

above preindustrial temperatures (ARISE-SAI-1.5, Richter et al. 2022). These simulations extend from 2035 to 2069 and use 

the same controller algorithm and target metrics as GLENS-SAI, but for the 2020-2039 time average in the unmitigated 

CESM2-WACCM6 baseline simulations, in contrast to GLENS-SAI where targets are based on the 2010 – 2030 period. Target 

metrics are successfully met in ARISE-SAI-1.5 to within 0.05 K over the period 2050 to 2070 (Richter et al. 2022). The 110 

injections are again at 15º and 30º in both hemispheres and at an arbitrarily chosen longitude of 180º, as in GLENS-SAI, but 

occur lower in the stratosphere (approximately 21 km). The slight difference in injection height between GLENS-SAI and 

ARISE-SAI does not significantly impact their efficacy however as the shortwave optical depth of the stratosphere is small 

relative to the troposphere. Moreover, single point injections result in strong similarity in the latitudinal structure of aerosol 

optical depth between CESM1 (Tilmes et al., 2017) and CESM2 (Visioni et al., 2022), with circulation differences and lifetime 115 

effects contributing to slightly greater aerosol optical depths in GLENS (Visioni et al. 2022). ARISE-SAI-1.5 simulations use 

the moderate SSP scenario of SSP245 for its future background scenario (Burgess et al., 2020), a scenario where “the world 

follows a path in which social, economic, and technological trends do not shift markedly from historical patterns” (O’Neill et 

al. 2016). The temperature targets for ARISE-SAI-1.5 are based on the same regional metrics as used in GLENS-SAI and the 

simulations consist of a 10-member ensemble.  120 

2.4 Additional Simulations 

To gain insight into the drivers of contrasts between the above SAI simulations, we use additional experiments.  Below the 

stratosphere, CAM5 and CAM6 use physical representations of the climate system that are highly similar to their WACCM 

counterparts. Simulations using them therefore provide a means for inferring the tropospheric contribution to contrasts in our 

SAI experiments. For example, the ensemble-mean of the CESM1 and CESM2 large ensembles (LE) provides an estimate of 125 

the future forced response (to both warming and CO2 increases) by averaging across members, and through internally driven 

variability. Simulations used here include the 40-member CESM1-LE (Kay et al. 2015) and 100-member CESM2-LE (Rodgers 
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et al. 2021), and a 10-member ensemble of CESM2 that makes use of CMIP5 historical and RCP85 prescribed forcing agents, 

(CESM2-RCP85, Forster et al. 2013). These large ensembles extend from 1850 to 2100, though for the CESM1-LE and 

CESM2-RCP85 only a single member spans 1850-1920. The CESM2-LE uses SSP370 for its future background scenario, 130 

rather than the SSP245 used in ARISE or the SSP585 used in future CESM2-WACCM6 simulations, and these differences 

complicate direct comparisons, as discussed further below. SSP370 represents the medium to high end of plausible future 

pathways and represents a forcing level common to several unmitigated SSP baselines (Eyring et al. 2016).  

To quantify rapid adjustments to CO2, those that occur in the absence of surface warming (e.g., Tilmes et al. 2013), idealized 

experiments using CESM1 and CESM2 are also used in which CO2 is quadruped in both fixed sea surface temperature (SST, 135 

4xCO2AMIP) and coupled ocean (Abrupt4xCO2) frameworks. Conversely, slow responses to warming are those that ensue in 

response to surface warming when CO2 levels and other climate forcing agents are fixed, and these are estimated from so-

called AMIP+4K experiments where uniform SST increases of 4 K are imposed on an AMIP background state. For these 

sensitivity experiments, the accompanying AMIP and pre-industrial coupled experiments are used to estimate ‘control’ 

conditions. Together, these simulations allow for the estimation of both so-called “rapid adjustments” to CO2 and “slow 140 

responses” to warming, and these are found to provide important insight into contrasts between GLENS and ARISE. Rapid 

adjustments also exist for other climate forcings, such as aerosols, and in the stratosphere these effects can be significant locally 

(Richter et al. 2017). On planetary scales however these have been shown generally to be small relative to the adjustment to 

CO2 (Andrews et al., 2009; Bala et al., 2010; Samset et al., 2016; Tilmes et al., 2013). 

3 Results 145 

The yearly stratospheric aerosol mass injections specified in GLENS-SAI and ARISE-SAI-1.5 are shown in Figure 1, where 

we examine the common period of 2035 to 2069 (Table 1). The greater total emissions in GLENS-SAI than ARISE-SAI-1.5 

are expected as they correspond to greater total offset CO2 concentrations. However less expected is the large disparity in the 

latitudinal distribution of injections, with most of GLENS-SAI aerosols injected at 30oN and 30oS, with modest injection 

amounts occurring at 15ºN and negligible injection mass at 15ºS. This contrasts starkly with ARISE-SAI-1.5, where injections 150 

occur overwhelmingly at 15ºS, with much smaller injection amounts at 15ºN and 30ºS, and negligible injection mass at 30oN. 

These relative proportions and their contrasts are approximately constant over time from 2035 to 2069, suggesting that they 

are relatively insensitive to both the associated total avoided warming and the control period used for climate targets. Rather 

the persistence of the distributions over time suggests the possibility of an intrinsic contrast in the climate responses between 

the two ensembles.  155 

To explore the processes that may underlie the contrasts in Fig. 1, the normalized structure of warming in a range of additional 

simulations is examined in Figure 2. Normalized warming patterns from 2020-39 and 2050-69 in the associated unmitigated 

simulations (i.e., CESM1-WACCM5-RCP85 and CESM2-WACCM6-SSP585) show various features expected under 

anthropogenic climate change such as greater warming over land and in polar regions (Fig. 2a, b). Differences between the 
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experiments are also clear, particularly in the NH extratropics, where warming is stronger in CESM1-WACCM5-RCP85 and 160 

a strong cooling in the North Atlantic (NATL) is evident in CESM2-WACCM6-SSP585. Differencing the normalized warming 

patterns (Fig. 2c) highlights systematically weaker warming in the NH in CESM2-WACCM6-SSP585 and stronger warming 

in the Southern Hemisphere (SH) subtropics, particularly in the subtropical stratocumulus cloud deck regions in the eastern 

ocean basins. The associated contrasts in the hemispheric gradients are 1.1±0.1 K (Fig. 2a) and -0.6±0.2 K (Fig. 2b). When 

the analogous difference is computed between the CESM1-LE and CESM2-LE (Fig. 2d) a similar overall pattern emerges, 165 

albeit with slightly weaker magnitudes in the extratropical NH and SH. The strong similarities of patterns in Fig. 2c and 2d 

suggest a potentially dominant contribution from tropospheric physics in CAM5 and CAM6, which as discussed earlier are 

shared by their WACCM counterparts. The existence of differences between Figs. 2c and 2d suggests a potential role for both 

WACCM physics and background scenario contrasts between the ensembles. The role of background scenario can be estimated 

by examining differences between CESM2-RCP85 and CESM2-LE (Fig. 2e, note the scaling used). The persisting negative 170 

differences in the NH and positive differences in the SH subtropics suggest that the contrasts between SSP370, which is the 

future background scenario used for the CESM2-LE (Fig. 2d), and RCP85 contribute to the pattern in Fig. 2d but are not the 

dominant contributor to it. Given this, potential contributors to the pattern are explored further below. Various features of the 

unmitigated warming contrast between CESM1-WACCM5-RCP85 and CESM2-WACCM6-SSP585 (Fig. 2c) are shared by 

the differences in SAI regional warming patterns (Fig. 2f), such as the elevated warming in the southern subtropics, and relative 175 

cooling in the NATL and NH subpolar regions, in ARISE-SAI-1.5 relative to GLENS-SAI, suggesting that these features may 

be intrinsic model responses. 

To further explore the origin of model responses, changes in top-of-atmosphere (TOA) absorbed solar radiation (SWTOA) are 

assessed and found to be strongly tied to patterns of warming. In unmitigated CESM1-WACCM5-RCP85 and CESM2-

WACCM6-SSP585 simulations (Fig. 3a, b) normalized increases in SWTOA are widespread, consistent with 21st century 180 

climate projections generally (Trenberth and Fasullo, 2009). However, the inter-model difference (Fig. 3c) shows a strong 

spatial correlation with contrasting patterns of warming (Fig. 2c) as stronger SH subtropical warming in CESM1-WACCM5-

RCP85 is accompanied by disproportionate SWTOA increases while enhanced NATL cooling is coincident with SWTOA  

decreases. The associated contrasts in the hemispheric gradients are 2.4±1.0 W m-2 (Fig. 2a) and -0.3±0.3 W m-2 (Fig. 2b). 

When normalized patterns in the CESM1-LE and CESM2-LE are compared (Fig. 3d), a similar general pattern of SWTOA  185 

differences exists, albeit slightly weaker, again suggesting the patterns to be an intrinsic feature of CAM5 and CAM6, with a 

potential secondary contribution from WACCM or background scenario contrasts. When the CESM2-LE is compared to 

CESM2-RCP85 a similar but weaker pattern of differences is evident (Fig. 3e, note the scaling used), suggesting a modest but 

detectible role for the background scenario in driving contrasts between the simulations. Unlike the temperature response under 

SAI, the difference pattern of SWTOA change between ARISE-SAI-1.5 and GLENS-SAI is not strongly correlated with that of 190 

the unmitigated simulations and instead largely reflects the combined and complex influence of changes in clouds and SAI 

(Fig. 3f). 
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Various additional analyses provide important background for interpreting contrasts in our SAI experiments. In Fig. 3, a focus 

on changes in patterns of SWTOA is motivated by their dominant contribution to the overall pattern of net TOA flux (Fig. A1). 

While changes in outgoing longwave radiation exist (Fig. A2), these can generally be viewed as responding to differences in 195 

warming, rather than driving them, as they are positively correlated to temperature anomalies and thus offset, in many cases, 

changes in SWTOA. Understanding the origin of spatial patterns and interhemispheric SWTOA gradients in unmitigated 

simulations is therefore critical to anticipating the latitudinal distribution of injection amounts under SAI.  

3.1 Rapid Adjustments 

In this context the 4xCO2AMIP and Abrupt4xCO2 simulations provide important insight as they demonstrate that responses in 200 

shortwave radiation and clouds to elevated levels of CO2 (i.e., rapid adjustments) also differ considerably between CESM1 

and CESM2 in a way that is consistent with the need for greater NH mitigation in the GLENS-SAI experiment. For example, 

in CESM1 there is a strong hemispheric gradient in SWTOA rapid adjustments (Fig. 4) such that the NH absorbs 2.4 W m-2 

more energy than the SH in response to a CO2 quadrupling. In contrast, in CESM2 the response is relatively symmetric between 

hemispheres with an imbalance of only 0.4 W m-2, with strong warming contributions evident in the SH subtropics, as also 205 

identified as being key in Figs. 2 and 3. These experiments therefore show that rapid adjustments are likely an important 

contributor to the patterns in unmitigated simulations and to injection mass contrasts between GLENS-SAI and ARISE-SAI-

1.5, as CO2 levels continue to increase in these simulations. Moreover, the radiation contrasts can be linked to rapid adjustments 

in clouds, with reductions in cloud amount in the SH subtropics being closely tied to associated increases in SWTOA. 

Hemispheric contrasts in the slow responses to warming also contrast between models, with the pattern in CESM1 being 210 

hemispherically asymmetric and offsetting rapid adjustments, and the pattern in CESM2 being approximately symmetric (Fig. 

A4). Under SAI however, where temperature changes are mitigated, the offsetting effects of slow responses are reduced. While 

regional features are more difficult to interpret in fully coupled simulations due to the presence of coupled internal variability, 

it is noteworthy that disproportionate SWTOA increases in the NH also emerge in the early years of Abrupt4xCO2 experiments 

and these are sustained for several decades. Together these findings highlight the need to understand the sensitivity of the 215 

climate response directly to CO2, and particularly rapid adjustments, if uncertainties in the implementation of SAI are to be 

reduced. 

3.2 Response in the Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation  

Contrasting warming patterns in the Atlantic Ocean are also suggestive of the involvement of an additional important 

component of the energy budget, the Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC), which transports heat northward 220 

in the Atlantic and redistributes ocean mass, nutrients, salinity, and energy globally (Zhang et al. 2019). Differences between 

the response in AMOC in our experiments are explored in Figure 5, where the normalized changes in the leading principal 
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component of the ocean overturning circulation are shown along with changes in the ocean’s potential density and salinity 

structures. Changes in the strength of the leading mode of AMOC (Fig. 5a) contrast considerably across the experiments. In 

GLENS-SAI, the intensity of AMOC increases and this drives an associated enhanced northward transport of heat into the 225 

NATL (Fasullo et al. 2018). The strengthening contrasts however with all other simulations considered here (Fig. 5a) and with 

unmitigated climate projections generally (Zhang et al. 2019, Xie et al. 2021), where AMOC typically weakens during the 21st 

century. Unlike the significant that SAI has on AMOC strength in CESM1, a similar decrease in intensity is evident between 

ARISE-SAI-1.5 and the unmitigated CESM1-WACCM5-RCP85, CESM2-WACCM-SSP245, and CESM2-WACCM-

SSP585 experiments. In fact, greater weakening is simulated in CESM2-WACCM-SSP245 than in CESM2-WACCM-230 

SSP585, highlighting the lack of a simple scaling between temperature changes and AMOC. Changes in the leading principal 

component of the AMOC also do not provide information on the spatial structure of change. To estimate the spatial structure 

of trends, changes in AMOC PC1 can be used to scale the leading EOF pattern and these fields are shown in Fig. A6. The 

trends confirm a large-scale strengthening of AMOC in GLENS-SAI and weakening in ARISE-SAI-1.5 rather than a mere 

spatial displacement of the circulation, which can potentially also project onto PC1. A key driver of AMOC’s leading mode, 235 

and a potential driver of AMOC differences across experiments, is deep water formation in the NATL and in this region 

simulation of ocean density and salinity also differ substantially between the various experiments. In GLENS-SAI, the subpolar 

NATL becomes denser and more saline (Fig 5b, 5c) while the subtropical north Atlantic Ocean becomes less dense. These 

changes accompany increases in evaporation and a net negative surface freshwater flux, which enhances salinity and density 

(Fasullo et al. 2018). In ARISE-SAI-1.5 the situation is reversed, with the subpolar NATL becoming substantially less dense 240 

and fresher, with associated reductions in evaporation (not shown). In ARISE-SAI-1.5, density reductions are evident in the 

Atlantic at all latitudes below 200 to 500 m due to warming (not shown) and salinity increases are evident south of 40ºN, 

patterns that contrast markedly with GLENS-SAI. Causal connections between salinity, density, and AMOC intensity can be 

complex however and are discussed further below. 

The sensitivity of AMOC to CO2 and SAI also exists as a key uncertainty. Diagnosing individual drivers of AMOC in fully 245 

coupled simulations is extremely challenging given the diversity of thermal, saline, and dynamical processes that drive its 

changes (Zhang et al. 2019) and achieving a full understanding of contrasts between GLENS-SAI and ARISE-SAI-1.5 is left 

for future work. However, various changes are simulated that are consistent with having an influence and these include the 

modulation of salinity and density in the NATL (Zhang et al. 2022), as in ARISE-SAI-1.5 a widespread freshening and 

decrease in density are simulated, in contrast to salinity and density increases simulated in GLENS-SAI (Fig. A7). A similar 250 

salinity contrast is also simulated in future unmitigated simulations using CESM2-WACCM-SSP585 and CESM1-WACCM5-

RCP85, and in the CESM2-LE and CESM1-LE, suggesting that the contrast is intrinsic, at least in part, to CAM5 and CAM6 

structural contrasts (Fig. A7). This possibility is supported further by rapid adjustments in precipitation to CO2, as CESM2 

simulates systematically weaker reductions in precipitation in the northern extratropics than does CESM1 (Fig. 6), both over 

the Atlantic Ocean and over much of northern extratropical land, where river discharge influences ocean salinity. While neither 255 

model simulates changes in rainfall that on their own would weaken AMOC, the potential for negative surface freshwater 
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contributions to offset the elevated buoyancy driven by warming is suggested to differ considerably. More precise attribution 

of AMOC changes and their contrasts between experiments likely requires additional targeted experiments, the results here 

point to a potentially important role for rapid adjustments in the water cycle.   

3.3 Background Scenario Anthropogenic Aerosol Burdens  260 

Lastly, a role for the future background scenario in influencing the latitudinal distribution of SAI injection mass is suggested 

by the differences between CESM2-LE and CESM2-RCP85 warming and radiation patterns, given the stronger NH warming 

and SWTOA increases east of important sulphate emissions regions in Asia in simulations using RCP85 (negative differences 

in Figs. 2e, 3e, A1e, A2e). This hypothesis can be explored by examining changes in atmospheric sulphate burdens (Fig. 7), 

which differ significantly through the 2030-2070 period between the experiments used. As discussed previously, comparison 265 

across these experiments is complicated by the differences in the scenarios used in each. However, the fact that differences in 

the sulphate distributions across experiments are both significant and correspond directly to simulated features in radiation and 

temperature suggests a role as a mediating effect on SAI experiments. In general, simulations that use RCP85 emissions show 

stronger reductions in burdens than those that use SSP370 (Fig. 7d, e) or SSP585 (Fig. 7c). Given the strong cooling associated 

with the burdens via their impact on clouds, these differences constitute an anomalous NH warming contribution in the 21st C 270 

for RCP85-based experiments (Fig. 7c-e) that thus require additional NH mitigation (Fig. 7f). 

4 Discussion and Conclusions 

The analysis of our climate intervention and complementary experiments highlights a fundamental and perhaps 

underappreciated contributor to uncertainties surrounding SAI, the rapid adjustments of the climate system to CO2. Such 

adjustments include both the responses of patterns in cloud fields, which drive radiation contrasts between hemispheres, and 275 

precipitation (Fig. A8), which can influence upper ocean salinity, density, and associated ocean circulations and energy flows. 

As shown here, the simulation of rapid adjustments can vary considerably across models and understanding these inter-model 

discrepancies is thus critical to better constrain the design parameters of SAI if implemented in nature. Uncertainties in 

background scenarios must also be reduced to winnow the spread across SAI simulations, and progress along this front has 

been made in recent years with the identification of biases in prescribed CMIP6 emissions (e.g., Paulot et al. 2018, Wang et 280 

al. 2021). However, the climate response uncertainty associated with prescribed sulphate emissions is magnified by the broad 

range with which aerosol indirect effects on clouds are represented across climate models. The inference from the SAI 

simulations explored here is that, given the target metrics employed, the latitude of SAI injections will depend explicitly on 

the ambient anthropogenic emissions of sulphate aerosols. Formulation of an SAI strategy should therefore be accompanied 

by well-defined industrial emissions targets. The choice of climate stabilization goals is itself subjective and if the SAI strategy 285 
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in GLENS and ARISE had been guided by a different set of metrics, such as for example simply by the global mean 

temperature, the uncertainty in injection mass by latitude would likely not have been as striking as that shown in Fig. 1.   

There are also important limits on the results shown here. First, they are based on model versions from a single climate 

modeling center, and in many respects these models share physics that is central to the representation of SAI. A broader 

consideration of structural model uncertainty is therefore warranted, and it is likely that key sources of uncertainty, such as 290 

cloud-aerosol interactions, are not well-estimated in contrasts between our experiments. A need therefore exists for a broader 

multi-model effort to realistically depict SAI and its uncertainties and to coordinate associated model development efforts. A 

vast majority of climate models currently cannot represent the diversity of associated processes and fields simulated in 

WACCM. Observational efforts to monitor relevant fields and guide model development activities are also crucial if the 

inherent risks and uncertainties of SAI are to be fully understood and quantified. 295 
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Table 1. Climate model experiments used in this study and their design characteristics. Time spans are arbitrary for idealized 
experiments as denoted by (*). 

Ensemble Name Lateral 

Resolution 

Vertical 

Levels 

#ensemble 

members 

Time Span 

 

Background 

Scenario 

Notes 

CESM1-

WACCM5-

RCP85 

0.9ºx1.25º 70 20 (3*) 2006-2030 

(2099) 

RCP85 *3 members extend 

to 2099 

GLENS-SAI 0.9ºx1.25º 70 20 2020-2097 RCP85+SAI  

CESM2-

WACCM6-

SSP585 

0.9ºx1.25º 70 5  SSP585  

ARISE-SAI-1.5 0.9ºx1.25º 70 10 2035-2069 SSP245+SAI  

CESM1-LE 0.9ºx1.25º 30 40 1920-2100 RCP85  

CESM2-LE 0.9ºx1.25º 32 50 1850-2100 SSP370 *smoothed biomass 

emissions 

CESM2-RCP85 0.9ºx1.25º 32 10 1920-2100 RCP85  

CESM1-AMIP 0.9ºx1.25º 30 1 1979-2005 N/A  

CESM1-

4xCO2AMIP 

0.9ºx1.25º 30 1 1979-2005 N/A  

CESM2-AMIP 0.9ºx1.25º 32 1 1979-2014 N/A  

CESM2-

4xCO2AMIP 

0.9ºx1.25º 32 1 1979-2014 N/A  

CESM2-

AMIP+4K 

0.9ºx1.25º 32 1 1979-2014 N/A  

CESM1-PI 0.9ºx1.25º 30 1 0-1800* N/A  

CESM2-PI 0.9ºx1.25º 30 1 0-2000* N/A  

CESM1-

Abrupt4xCO2 

0.9ºx1.25º 32 1 0-150* N/A  

CESM2-

Abrupt4xCO2 

0.9ºx1.25º 32 1 0-150* N/A  
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 310 
Figure 1: Evolution of yearly sulfur dioxide injections (Tg SO2 yr-1) over time at the four injection latitudes for (a) GLENS-SAI and 
(b) ARISE-SAI-1.5 from 2035 to 2070. 
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Figure 2: Normalized response in near surface air temperature (TS) estimated from the change between 2020-2039 and 2050-2069 315 
per degree global warming for unmitigated (a) CESM1-WACCM5-RCP85 and (b) CESM2-WACCM6-SSP585 simulations, and (c) 
their difference (b-a). Also shown is (d) the analogous difference for the CESM1-LE and CESM2-LE and (e) the CESM2-RCP85 
and CESM2-LE (multiplied by 4 for clarity using a single colorbar). The difference between the geoengineered climate states in 
ARISE-SAI-1.5 and GLENS-SAI is shown in (f). Units for all panels are K K-1, except in (f) where units are K, and stippled regions 
indicate differences that are less than twice the ensemble standard error. 320 
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Figure 3: Normalized response in net absorbed top-of-atmosphere shortwave radiation (SWTOA) estimated from the change between 
2020-2039 and 2050-2069 per degree global warming for unmitigated (a) CESM1-WACCM5-RCP85 and (b) CESM2-WACCM6-
SSP585 simulations, and (c) their difference (b-a). Also shown is (d) the analogous difference for the CESM1-LE and CESM2-LE 
and (e) the CESM2-RCP85 and CESM2-LE (multiplied by 4). The difference between the geoengineered climate states in ARISE-325 
SAI-1.5 and GLENS-SAI is shown in (f). Units for all panels are W m-2 K-1, except in (f) where units are W m-2, and stippled regions 
indicate differences that are less than twice the ensemble standard error.    
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Figure 4: Estimates of the rapid adjustment of TOA net absorbed SW flux to CO2 for CESM1 (a), CESM2 (b), and their difference 
(c) based on estimates from 4xCO2AMIP and AMIP simulations. Differences in the hemispheric means are shown in panel titles. All 330 
units are W m-2.  
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Figure 5: (a) Changes in the normalized leading principal component of the Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation, which is 
unitless, in unmitigated (CESM1-WACCM5-RCP85, CESM2-WACCM6-SSP245, CESM2-WACCM6-SSP585) and mitigated 
(GLENS-SAI, ARISE-SAI-1.5) experiments. Also shown are changes between 2020-2039 and 2050-2069 in the latitude-depth 335 
structure in the Atlantic Ocean of ocean potential density (PD, b, d, units of g cm-3) and salinity (SALT, c, e, units of g kg-1) for 
GLENS-SAI (b, c) and ARISE-SAI-1.5 (d, e), respectively.  
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Figure 6: The rapid adjustment of total precipitation to CO2 quadrupling for CESM1 (a), CESM2 (b), and their difference (c) based 340 
on estimates from 4xCO2AMIP and AMIP simulations. Differences in the hemispheric means are shown in panel titles. All units are 
mm day-1. 
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Figure 7: Absolute change in sulphate aerosol burdens (SO4) estimated from the difference between 2020-39 and 2050-69 for 
unmitigated (a) CESM1-WACCM5-RCP85 and (b) CESM2-WACCM6-SSP585 simulations, and (c) their difference (b-a). Also 345 
shown is (d) the analogous difference for the CESM1-LE and CESM2-LE and (e) the CESM2-RCP85 and CESM2-LE. The 
difference between the geoengineered climate states in ARISE-SAI-1.5 and GLENS-SAI is shown in (f). Units for all panels are g m-

2 and stippled regions indicate differences that are less than twice the ensemble standard error. The difference field in (f) is scaled 
by 1/5th.  

 350 
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Appendix 

These supporting figures provide further insight into the radiative responses in unmitigated warming scenarios in CESM1-

WACCM5-RCP85 and CESM2-WACCM6-SSP585, the CESM1-LE and CESM2-LE, CESM2-RCP85, and the target 

geoengineered climate state in GLENS-SAI and ARISE-SAI-1.5. They also document rapid adjustments to CO2 of clouds and 355 

radiation in CESM1 and CESM2 based on idealized 4xCO2AMIP and abrupt4xCO2 coupled simulations differences with 

AMIP and pre-industrial control simulations (see Table 1 of the main text). These figures thus provide key context for the 

interpretation of SAI uncertainties provided in the main text discussion.  

 
Figure A1. Normalized response in net incoming top-of-atmosphere radiative flux (RTMT) estimated from the change between 2020-360 
39 and 2050-69 per degree global warming for unmitigated (a) CESM1-WACCM5-RCP85 and (b) CESM2-WACCM6-SSP585 
simulations, and (c) their difference (b-a). Also shown is (d) the analogous difference for the CESM1-LE and CESM2-LE and (e) the 
CESM2-RCP85 and CESM2-LE (scaled by 4). The difference between the geoengineered climate states in ARISE-SAI-1.5 and 
GLENS-SAI is shown in (f). Units for all panels are W m-2 K-1, except in (f) where units are W m-2, and stippled regions indicate 
differences that are less than twice the ensemble standard error. 365 
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§  
 

Figure A2. Normalized response in net outgoing top-of-atmosphere longwave flux (LWTOA) per degree global warming estimated 
from the change between 2020-39 and 2050-69 for unmitigated (a) CESM1-WACCM5-RCP85 and (b) CESM2-WACCM6-SSP585 370 
simulations, and (c) their difference (b-a). Also shown is (d) the analogous difference for the CESM1-LE and CESM2-LE and (e) the 
CESM2-RCP85 and CESM2-LE (scaled by 4). The difference between the geoengineered climate states in ARISE-SAI-1.5 and 
GLENS-SAI is shown in (f). Units for all panels are W m-2 K-1, except in (f) where units are W m-2, and stippled regions indicate 
differences that are less than twice the ensemble standard error. 

  375 
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Figure A3. Rapid adjustments of cloud amount (%) to CO2 based on 4xCO2AMIP-AMIP simulation differences in (a) CESM1, (b) 
CESM2, and (c) their difference (b-a). 
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 380 
Figure A4. Slow responses of net absorbed TOA solar radiation (W m-2) to CO2 estimated from abrupt4xCO2 simulations in CESM1 
(a) and computed directly from AMIP+4K-AMIP simulation differences in CESM2 (b). The hemispheric contrasts are large for 
CESM1 (-2.3 W m-2) and small for CESM2 (0.1 W m-2). 
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 385 
Figure A5. Timeseries of hemispheric mean absorbed TOA shortwave fluxes in CESM1 and CESM2 (a) and their differences (b) in 
abrupt4xCO2 simulations.  
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Figure A6: Latitude-depth structure of ensemble-mean changes in the leading mode of the overturning circulation 

scaled by the linear trend in PC1 from 2035 to 2069 for (a) GLENS-SAI, (b) ARISE-SAI-1.5, and (c) their difference.    390 
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Figure A7. Response in surface salinity (SS) estimated from the change between 2020-2039 and 2050-2069 for unmitigated (a) 
CESM1-WACCM5-RCP85 and (b) CESM2-WACCM6-SSP585 simulations, and their difference (c). Also shown is the analogous 
difference for (d) the CESM1-LE and CESM2-LE (d) and (e) the CESM2-RCP85 and CESM2-LE. The difference between the 
geoengineered climate states in ARISE-SAI-1.5 and GLENS-SAI is shown in (f). Units for all panels are kg kg-1, and stippled regions 395 
indicate differences that are less than twice the ensemble standard error. 
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Figure A8. Rapid adjustments of precipitation (mm day-1) to CO2 based on 4xAMIP-AMIP simulation differences in (a) CESM1, 400 
(b) CESM2, and (c) their difference (b-a).  
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Code Availability  

CESM software is available at https://github.com/ESCOMP/CESM. 

  

Data Availability  405 

All GLENS-SAI and CESM1-WACCM5-RCP85 simulations are available to the community via the Earth System Grid (see 

information at www.cesm.ucar.edu/projects/community-projects/GLENS/). Output from the CESM1-LE, CESM2-LE, 

CESM2-RCP85, CESM2-WACCM6-SSP585, simulations and ARISE-SAI-1.5 simulations is freely available the NCAR 

Climate Data Gateway at https://doi.org/10.26024/0cs0-ev98 and https://doi.org/10.5065/9kcn-9y79 respectively. CMIP6 data 

including CESM2-WACCM6-SSP585, 4xCO2AMIP, and 4xAbruptCO2 simulations are available online (https://esgf-410 

node.llnl.gov/projects/cmip6/). 
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